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This paper will provide some background information on club sports and a brief discussion on the status of American women’s collegiate hockey at the club and varsity level prior to 2003. A review of the current status of women’s club hockey with some references to varsity hockey shows the growth of the sport. The paper then concludes with some observations and future possibilities regarding women’s collegiate club hockey.

What are club sports?¹

In American university/college settings, institutionally approved sports are found in three categories: varsity, recreational/intramural, and club.² Club sports in this setting refers to an organization usually established and run by students as a way to participate in a sport or as an alternative to participating on a varsity team. Primarily for undergraduates, clubs may allow faculty, staff, alumnae, and graduate student involvement. In most cases, clubs have a probationary year until they are officially recognized and are eligible to request funds. The coaches are usually volunteers, either other students or a volunteer usually associated with the institution.³

Club sports usually fall under the administration of student activities/student life, recreation/activities, and, on occasion, through the auspices of the athletics department.⁴ Club sports have financial constraints because of limited budgets. Some institutions have club sports grouped together and each sport has to document their fundraising activities, community
activities, and membership dues along with their request for funding, usually barely covering travel costs. In other institutions, all clubs compete against each other for financial support. Over the past decades, many club sports gained enough participation and interest that championships and other competitive opportunities were organized. These activities were overseen by an organization specific to that sport and sometimes specific to the sport and club structure. Additionally, external development came with new levels of recognition, and competition came with a number of sports clubs increasing in number as well as gaining associations with National Governing Bodies.\(^5\) Title IX affected varsity teams and sport clubs by creating opportunities for women. Some administrators used sport clubs as a medium of transition to varsity status. It also allowed the reverse, where athletic administrators demoted varsity sports to club status. This happened to a number of men’s and women’s teams in the 1980s.\(^6\)

**Women’s Hockey**

Although women’s hockey has existed since the 1900s, participation in intercollegiate hockey at the varsity level for women in the US was limited in the mid-1960s. Competition for collegiate women was just beginning to be accepted by the women physical educators and infrastructure for competitive women’s sport had yet to be developed. When Title IX was introduced in 1972, there was opportunity to obtain financial support for program growth and eventually scholarships. Over the next three decades, growth was slow as varsity programs for women evolved and gradually opportunities for females to play hockey began to emerge.\(^7\) The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) assumed control over women’s collegiate athletics with the demise of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) in 1982.\(^8\)
In the mid-1990s the numbers began to increase. USA Hockey recognized this shift and began to count female membership separately from males participating in their organization. The increase in teams in the NCAA began to affect collegiate level competition, and rising from the 1993 Final Report of the NCAA Gender-Equity Task Force, women’s ice hockey was included in the list as an emerging sport. The recommendations of the Task Force were approved at the 1994 NCAA National Convention. Women’s ice hockey continued to increase teams at the Division I (DI) and Division III (DIII) levels. During the 2000-2001 season the first NCAA Championships for DI women were held, followed two years later, by the first D III championships. Many of the teams at both levels had started at club status.

Women’s club hockey has been in existence for many decades, but contact for competition was often word-of-mouth, USA hockey memberships, or through personal connections/networking. This was of course pre-Internet times. As competitive women’s hockey began to emerge at the international level, and the usage of the Internet multiplied, various individuals worked to increase the visibility of the sport at many levels. One avenue of accessibility was the creation of Andrea Hunter’s Women’s Hockey page. The website contained links to college teams and leagues as well as some club level information. It was a unique resource that provided access to a variety of information on women’s hockey that had not been previously available.

Many club teams formed in the 1980s, but the real growth at the club level began in the mid-1990s. One of the challenges with researching club history, is much of the history is inconsistently documented. Some teams retain their history and provide an overview on their website, sometimes the student activities or recreation office retain the official paperwork, sometimes the history is passed down in an oral tradition and many times articles can be traced
through the college’s school newspaper. Typically in early development, teams often struggled to find players, coaches, and teams to compete against. Leagues could be formed seemingly overnight, and just as quickly fold. Tournaments would be pulled together in last minute rushes. The internet and mobile technology was in early stages so browsing the web was not a viable option. However, as established clubs began to strengthen and stabilize new clubs in “close” regional access provided competitive opportunities. New clubs continued to be recognized by their institution’s club criteria and in 2000, the American Collegiate Hockey Association (ACHA) which had been created for men’s collegiate hockey clubs in 1991, established a women’s division. The first national championship for women’s club hockey occurred the same year, 2000-2001, as the NCAA DI championships. In 2006, there was enough interest and clubs that the ACHA established a DII level for women.

Summary of Changes in Women’s Club hockey since 2000

The trend of women’s hockey teams starting at club level before transitioning to varsity status continues to be used by athletic departments. Using ACHA membership as a framework, between 2000 and 2012, there were 8 teams that were members of the ACHA for 1-3 years before going NCAA Varsity; of those teams, 3 are DI and 5 are DIII. In most cases the teams were established by a member of the athletic department and supported by the athletic department with funding not quite at the varsity level, but usually a little more than club. In reviewing the original ACHA teams in 2000 and 2012, ACHA DI has only five remaining teams of the original fifteen teams. Of the ten teams; three are defunct; five dropped to ACHA II, and the others are now NCAA DI teams. In 2011-12 there were twenty-two teams in the ACHA at the DI and 23 at DII levels.
In addition to an increase in teams in the ACHA, another change has been an increase in clubs and varsity teams coexisting in the same institution. Prior to 2003, there were three coexisting women’s clubs with varsity teams. While most of the clubs are at institutions with DI teams, there are a few at DIII. 

Approximately, 55 club teams were counted in 2003 and in 2012 are over 100. There are teams that are not members of ACHA, but are either playing independently or are playing in a league (a league comprised of members that were only colleges or a mix of teams, usually a combination of senior women’s and collegiate teams).

Internet searches retrieved three institutions which allowed 1-2 women to participate in a men’s club as well as one institution that club is officially co-ed. While the number is not high, this type of situation needs to be observed as a possible new pattern for women’s participation.

As women’s club participation becomes more formalized, the role of the conference/league (regional leagues) with ACHA should be examined for its organization and structure in supporting teams. The missions of each league may differ, from including recreational teams, college clubs, and other teams, to strictly college club teams. There seems to be a little more stability in the last six years. The strongest leagues seem to be the CCWHA (Central Collegiate Women’s Hockey Association) which was established in the 1990s and the DVCHC (Delaware Valley Collegiate Hockey Conference) which was established in 2002. There is a stronger and more visible relationship with USA Hockey and the ACHA. One of the results of this relationship is the first women’s team representing the USA at the World University Games in 2011.
Conclusion

For women who participate in American club hockey, having the option for highly competitive organized hockey or maintaining a club open to the academic community playing locally reflects the student interest and commitment to the sport. The variety of levels of support continues to vary depending on the budget and the structure of the club sports program. It is good to remember that opportunity for club hockey can be just as important in a woman’s collegiate experience as varsity experience.

As for varsity dreams, there are still 5 very established clubs that are still striving to move to varsity status. There are a number of teams who hope varsity opportunities become available in the future, but understand the need to grow their program and the budgetary challenges in today college experience. There are clubs who have no interest in pursuing varsity status. They are committed to supporting the mission of the club and its membership needs.

On the organizational level, the ACHA and USA Hockey and the various leagues that exist would help researchers, players, coaches, and others by providing some historical background on the development of the women’s program. The DVCHC website www.dvchockey.org provides an excellent model of highlighting the development of the game and the league’s evolution. There are a number of clubs that provide wonderful information on the history and evolution of their team including dates. This is important so all the members are aware of the history of the team.

There are many other aspects of club hockey that have yet to be explored and hopefully this will be the next part of my research.
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